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About This Game

Experience the fabled Sparkle brand action puzzle like never before! Make your way through a secluded world of mystery, light
magical braziers and discover a way to banish the darkness once and for all.

Sparkle Unleashed features superbly polished action puzzle gameplay. Match three or more like colored orbs to make them
disappear. Chain three matches to earn a potent powerup.

Overcome Chained Orbs, Rock Orbs, Survival levels and other exciting challenges. For the first time in a Sparkle series game,
the Orb Slinger floats along the bottom of the screen providing a fresh way to experience the beloved Sparkle gameplay.

Unlock great powerups such as Frost Ray, Purple Flame, and Color Wipe and select to use the ones you like the most.

Travel through a secluded world of mystery, light magical braziers and carve a path of light through the darkness as you conquer
108 increasingly challenging levels. Two additional levels of challenge provide an incredible challenge for those who yearn it.

Ultra-polished match-three marble shooter gameplay

Chained Orbs, Rock Orbs and more all new challenges

An arsenal of 18 potent powerups to choose from

Immersive soundtrack by award-winning composer Jonathan Geer

108 challenging levels, Survival mode and three difficulty settings
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Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
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10tons Ltd
Publisher:
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Excellent and whimsical pathfinding puzzler. Also a rare case of a Greenlight project delivering exactly what they promised in a
timely and functional manner. Runs great on my Mint 7.2, low VRAM computer.. This game will never get old. 100/100. Ich
hab ein wenig in das Spiel geschnuppert und finde es bisher klasse. Tolle Atmosph\u00e4re und gute Synchro sowie passender
Soundtrack. Wer sich von r\u00e4tselhafter Story und guter Atmosph\u00e4re leiten l\u00e4sst und nicht von riesen
Entwicklerstudios ist hier an der richtigen Adresse.

So, i played for about an hour i guess and i gotta say, that it's a good game. Great atmosphere and good synchro as well as a well
chosen soundtrack. I'd recommend it to anyone who likes mysterious stories and a chilling atmosphere.. Good. ;)
. Definitly a great story, well written and very logical responces to your actions. The choices are some times hard, but there's
always a choice you should have made in the situation.
 If you don't like reading. Just try the demo. I didn't like reading when I started this game. But now, I feel the urge to read other
novels.

 I find it definitly worth the 8 EU.

The only downside is that I miss a 'report' of your character at the end of the game. Just something like a gradeslist.. Different
than the first but still got the same crazy ♥♥♥♥ing ramdom. It looks like if R* took gta3 in another direction, You get used to
the driving easier in this than the first game. Though now you get infinite bullets and some large and interesting places to play
driver for thieves.

there have been some great addition to buying weapons, upgrades, cars. The rogue like aspect gets you longevity and
replayability.. This is for nostalgia, really.

I stumbled on this game in 1996, and while my native language is not german, the version I played was. I loved everymoment of
it.

The game holds true to its technolocy for the time and runs well in todays hardware (WIndows 10 with a HD TV hooked as
monitor), I had to set the "-fullscreen" launch option or otherwise it just stayed windowed which is annoying, but you only needl
configure it once.

That issue aside the graphics, music and voice overs are there, sadly no german voice overs in this Steam version, now that I
played the game in english for the first time I can safely say the voice overs in german were superior for some key characters,
such as the villan, I still have the original box and CD in german and I do play this game every 3 years or so, the narrative is
imprinted on my mind after so many play sessions over my life. I could be tainted with nostalgia which should also be
considered in this review.

All in all, its not a challenging game and it can be beating in 3-6 hours, less even if you skip videos and some chatter, which I
never do.

If you liked it, or missed and want to check it out, go ahead! English, Italian, Spanish are available as languages.

Cheers!. Very good short point'n click without text.
It has nice and various puzzle games, and for once I was able to finish it by myself without being really stuck, so I enjoyed this
little trip. Took me 3 hours to complete it.. MotoGP 2014.

It is a realistic game with (too) many options to customise your bike.
Sometimes you have no idea what you're doing with the customize settings.

The racing itself seems fine. It is fun and it will become familiar the further the game goes.
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A bad thing is Career Mode. In the earlier MotoGP's there was a 'street'-racing start and you got on the real tracks later.
In my opinion isn't the career mode that fun anymore. I can say that I had fun playing this game, but I understand that others
might not.

This game has a timer on every level that can help you push yourself to complete the level as fast as possible. If you"re really
good you can get three stars on every level. On the other hand, this timer can make you feel rushed or feel like the level is
impossible to complete. The wand icon will show you a matching pair, can be used three times per level and does not count
against you if used. The first level is also impossible to lose.

At the time of this review there are several things I have an issue with.
At the end of the level (if you win or lose) there is a bar that show how many point you got, but it will always give you all of the
points possible or a zero for running out of time. These points mean nothing overall and sometimes the bar will glitch and not be
displayed.
I have had times when I cleared the last possible pair, the game shuffles the tiles and the two spaces I just cleared have tiles in
them again. Twice I have had tiles that I could match but was unable to select one of them (I did not test if clearing a different
pair would correct this problem).
Another Issue I have is being given three stars when I cleared with one, two or zero stars (some people might consider this a
good thing but I do not).
My last issue is not having the option to play without the timer.

I can recommend this game for the low price it has, but only to those that like a challenge and can overlook its problems (if you
really want to challenge yourself with this, try getting three stars on every level without using the hint like I did, it took me about
39 hours).
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Amazing storytelling once again, and even though I feel like some of it went a little over my head, I can't wait for the next
season!. Congrats for this realistic advanced steamloc LNER Q6 !

greetings rob "9F-eveningstar". Highly recommend this if you want to spend a coin on the sneakiest suit. Impossible to develop
and\/or wear, it offers the most tactical advantage of the lot.. this is a great game you should buy it. One of my top ten favorite
games of all time. I've replayed it on the GameCube over 12 times, and playing it here makes it 13. This game is just incredible
in every way, and this version has added all the content we missed out on the later versions. However, this version is also locked
at 30 FPS and there is no way to mod it to 60 FPS without also increasing game speed. Despite that, it's a solid and great
version, and I had a blast replaying it again. I'm looking forward to another run through it again, soon.. One of the easier Artifex
Mundi games, but it looks pretty, has voice acting and is still a fun game to boot. Some of the items you had to look for in the
scenes were a bit archaic, but most were easy to find. The puzzles/minigames had a nice variety to them, though none were
terribly difficult, and the story was passable. It was fun for a play through like every one of this companies games have been. It's
also easy to pick up and play for a half hour and then leave or just let run in the background, which is why my playtime is a bit
higher than others. All in all, definitely worth playing through if you're a fan of the other Artifex Mundi games.. Some
interesting puzzles, and I look forward to the next iteration.
By default the contrast on these games is really bad. If you , like me, have low vision or are prone to eye-strain I'd say to skip it
until the dev puts in a high contrast or dark mode.. Kill 'em all in 2D and 3D!. Bundling old farts with emulators is unacceptable,
no matter how good the game was back in the old days. You basically get 3dfx emlator without an easy way to fix the settings.
Pure publisher trash. The game itself was genre defining back then, an attempt to mix FPS and RTS. But it never was popular
enough, so we only have this and Battle Zone. Should you buy it? I think it's overpriced for the way it is. Just in case if you're
nostalgic.. It's an okay game maybe a bit weird and to much about sex for some reson. Though the biggest disapointment is the
fact that the gamecode contains error causing the game to crash before the end. So it's in need of som serious work on that
department.

Also, there's a bit annoying that the characters is mirrored when the stand on the "other side" with other words: if the got a
bracelet on it allways either against you or away from you no matter which side you watch the person from.

A bit poor made with other words.

Clicker Warriors – Progression Update:
https://www.clickerwarriors.com/update/clicker-warriors-progression-update/. Developer Stream Live. Testing the game
after update:
Hello guys we fixed latest patch and now everything should be fine.

I'm just streaming live to show you how you can catch some fish.

Join me on my stream here:

https://youtu.be/_8nBjnqRalM. Releasing on Steam today probably!:
Probably!. patch v1.04:

 UPDATED: Entire codebase to the new version of RenPy, and builded in new options for more Steam optimization

. New update - March 16, 2016:
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Added. (2) Title Update: Bug Fixes, Localization Bug Fixes:

Bug Fixes:
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